
STRATCO LOUVRE 
ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED LOUVRES 

Control your outdoor living weather with the innovative Stratco Sunroof opening roof pergola.                   
Its electronically controlled louvres can be opened and closed to your desired position. Let the breeze 
and sunlight in when the weather is fine, and provide protection when the clouds set in. 

By adjusting the rotating louvres with the hand held remote, you can easily control the level of 
sunlight, shade and weather shielding. The system has an inbuilt rain sensor that will automatically 
close the blades if rain is detected. When the louvres are completely shut they form a beautiful ceiling-
like interlocking profile that protects you from the weather. 

Made from aluminium for a long life, the Stratco Louvre is powder coated to the desired colour to 
match the home. Supplied with a remote and complete with a rain sensor, as standard, every louvre 

is engineered specifically for each property, whether attached to your home or freestanding. 



STRATCO FLAT VERANDA 
VERANDAS | PATIOS | CARPORTS 

Create a functional outdoor living area that will enhance your home and lifestyle 
with the smooth, simple, uncluttered lines of the classic Stratco Flat Roof Veranda.  

The versatile Flat Roof Veranda system can be configured to cover any area 
around the home. Available as either a freestanding structure or attached to the 
home it can be used as a veranda, patio or carport. With the addition of the 
Stratco Rooflite™ you can supply filtered light to the underside.  

To make the whole process as easy and as streamlined as possible, Stratco provide a free site visit and 
consultation, provide an all-inclusive quote, and then handle the full process of manufacture, delivery 
and installation to make the entire experience hassle free. 

The Stratco Veranda range offers seven high gloss framework and cladding options and over 20 
gutter colours to match your existing home. So whether you choose calming hues for your haven or 

bold tones for your entertaining area, or even filtered light for your family space, you will find a 
colour combination that’s just right for you. 
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